Genomic composition and allelic polymorphisms influence V beta usage by the Mycoplasma arthritidis superantigen.
The Mycoplasma arthritidis superantigen (MAM) is produced by an organism that causes systemic disease in rodents leading to chronic proliferative arthritis. MAM is a typical superantigen that requires presentation to T cells by MHC molecules without processing and T cell recognition of MAM occurs through the V beta chains of the TCR. Several major findings are presented here. First, different MAM-MHC class II isotype complexes may engage different sets of V beta TCR. Thus, activation of V beta 6- and V beta 8.3-bearing T cells is more dependent upon the I-E molecule of the murine H-2 MHC than is activation of cells bearing the V beta 5.1, 8.1, and 8.2 TCR. Secondly, both genomic composition and allelic polymorphisms at the V beta chain segment of the TCR exert profound effects upon the pattern of V beta that are used by MAM. Thus, in V beta b haplotype mice, MAM engages V beta 5.1, 6, and the V beta 8 family of TCR whereas in V beta a (C57BR) and V beta c (RIIIS) haplotype mice that lack various combinations of these V beta, activation of cells bearing V beta 1, 3.1, 7, and 16 can be demonstrated. These differences in V beta usage by MAM appear to be caused by both differences in the avidity of MAM for the various V beta s and to structural allelic polymorphisms in these V beta. Clonal expansion of specific V beta in vivo after injection of MAM is also dependent upon the genomic composition of the mice, because expansion of the V beta 8 TCR seen in V beta b haplotype mice (B10.RIII) whereas marked expansion of V beta 6 is seen in V beta a mice (C57BR). In as much as these TCR have been implicated in a number of experimental autoimmune diseases, MAM may represent an ideal model to evaluate the role of superantigens in the triggering of autoimmune disease.